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Preface

This book on the Twitter API is geared to the programmer who is just a bit past beginner—who knows the basics of LAMP, including how to set up a basic server, PHP, JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. You do not have to be an expert programmer to use this book, but you should know how to look things up. In writing this book, we have tried to provide you with everything you need to get a simple Twitter client up and running. We include an hour on setting up your environment, as well as providing you with HTML and CSS codes to have something up and running. However, it's beyond the scope of this book to explain what is happening with these codes. Instead, we focus on the code surrounding the API calls, OAuth, and the returns. That does not mean that you could not use this book if you are a beginner programmer. Because we provide you with all the code and build an application up step by step, you can stop at any time and look up parts of the code you do not understand. However, if you have never coded anything before, you may find that this book moves far too fast. It may be better to get an introductory book on basic programming in PHP before reading this book.

In writing this book, we also kept in mind experienced programmers who have been asked to create a Twitter application or include Twitter support in a current application, even if they do not know much about Twitter. We believe it's important to understand what Twitter is, how it's being used, and what makes it different from other social media services. It's with this understanding that you will be able to approach your Twitter project with a more engaged understanding of what your application is trying to accomplish, which is the best way to not only satisfy product requirements, but also design future growth.

*Sams Teach Yourself Twitter API in 24 Hours* is a little different from most technical books in that the book is geared around creating a functional Twitter client, including all HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP needed to create your own application. We also dedicated the last four hours of this book to getting you started with making API calls on the iPhone and Android OSes in case you want to make your own mobile Twitter application.

Unlike most books, this book was written as Twitter and the API set was going through major changes. As such, the book and the code used in the book have been edited many, many times. So much so that we expect there will be a technical oversight here and there. So be sure to check the book's website for changes and updates.
Teach Yourself the Twitter API in 24 Hours

(http://www.twitterapi24.com/). Also, as much as we tried to keep up with all the changes happening with Twitter, we fully expect some details about the various API's to evolve from the time of the last edit to the time you have this book in your hands.

We hope you enjoy this book.
Key Issues to Consider When Developing Twitter Applications

What You’ll Learn in This Hour:

- Different types of Twitter users and how they impact code design
- Different types of Twitter applications and program architecture
- Things to consider if you are not building a web-based application

Types of Twitter Users

As one would expect with an API system as open as Twitter, and the explosion of interesting applications people have developed, we have also seen the development of different types of Twitter users. Understanding these types of users and knowing which of them we are trying to reach will inform how we may want to build our Twitter application framework. As with any large user base, there are a number of ways to set up categories. In this hour, we will break down and discuss the users in the following categories or types.

The News Reader

Twitter is a great source of breaking news, whether it’s politics, business, sports, or following celebrities. Most users use searches to find what they are interested in, or they follow Twitter feeds that act like RSS readers. For example, BreakingNews is what you would guess it would be—a Twitter account publishing breaking news. Most news outlets have such accounts: CBSNews, ABC, BBC, and so on. The screenshot of NewsSnacker, an application created by the author (shown in Figure 3.1) is a good example of a Twitter application that focuses on the news.
Although making search and Twitter account API reads from Twitter does not require authentication, you can still get dinged going over the API limit because Twitter will limit calls from an IP address. So, you still need to keep in mind how often you make calls. In the case of NewsSnacker, we use a white-listed account because the user could exceed the API calls-per-hour limit since each news service is a separate call. Suppose that the user has 10 sources and refreshes every 30 minutes. That is 200 calls in an hour, which is over the current limit of 150 for non logged in users. This does not include normal calls to check for new mentions or direct messages from the user’s chosen Twitter client application. An alternative approach is to create a list of twitter news accounts and then call that list. However since NewsSnacker removes duplicate posts, a large number of returns on the list call would be required. Both approaches have their merits however; one feature of NewsSnacker is to allow a custom list of sources. This can be done by having the user log into the application and then select which of their lists they would like to call thus the second approach is being pursued in the next version of the application.

**Chatters**

Twitter does allow for people to have conversations; it’s called a *direct message*. However, many people like to hold their conversations in public and a big attraction for these people is conversation threading. This is a very complicated proposition, so much so that new APIs are being created to deal with this situation. We will cover
Types of Twitter Users
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retweeting in later hours, but this could cause quite an impact on your code’s structure because of older reply techniques that use the letters RT for conversations instead of recent API methods that support replies formally. So, supporting Twitter conversation is a decision you will want to make early in your product’s design.

Power Users and PR Managers

Power Users and PR Managers

Although you will have a drag-out fight between the two because one is personal messaging and the other is more professional, the impact on product design is not that much different. PR (public relations) managers, power users, and anyone who consumes or monitors a lot of Twitter information will put special requirements on you as a product developer. Like the limits to the number of API calls mentioned in the section discussing the user group news readers, the issues with the power users and PR managers group will be the same, with the added requirements of being able to sort and search the stream of messages that come in. They may also need to send messages on a schedule or from people using the same account. There is usually no simple way around this issue other than to start thinking of a well laid-out database up front. You may want to also explore having your server make the API calls and relay the information to your Twitter application in the form of automatic processes or bots. Furthermore, set up your architecture to deal with a wide variety of API calls. We will cover this later in the hour. PR managers will want more than just searching the Twitter stream; they will want to make sense of it and make sense of who is on that stream and their influence. The API has just expanded to handle retweets, but not all Twitter clients will be updated to work with this API. As such, you still need to pay attention to RT (the current convention for a retweet) and hashtags. Plan for this up front. Also, plan to keep some of the user information in your database; you will want to use it for user profile and relationship analysis. Although the number of power users, compared to typical Twitter users, is quite low, having a power user using (and advocating) your application is highly desirable, and although every power user you talk to will have a different list of features and functions, there are some things you must be able to support—for example, dynamic search. Just providing a call and return to the search API is not good enough anymore. The current and future power users of Twitter are going to demand just as much power and feedback as they get using Google search. For example, power users would want links with the tweets that are returned to be followed and analyzed in some manner. Perhaps you should show a thumbnail of the site, or display the title and the first 50 words of the link. Be sensitive to nonstandard protocols, such as searching stock quotes using the $ sign in front of the stock market ID. For example, $aapl for Apple. Power users are going to demand speed and customization and will fully expect that your application understand the nonstandard features (social conventions) of Twitter.
Microbloggers

Microbloggers will want to take the time to craft each tweet carefully. Pay attention to the ease of creating a message—that is, allowing them to save as drafts, sending to multiple Twitter accounts, spell checking (yes, spell checking), and although this is not easy, a quick look up of the other tweeters or access to a list of tweeters. Especially for PR users, you may want to have a look at simple web-based CRM products to give you ideas. A new API to Twitter is the capability to store lists of tweeters. This is useful to all power users as well as microbloggers.

High-Frequency Users (TwitterHolics)

The current rules of the API system allow only 350 calls per hour if you are logged in, 150 if not. This may seem like a lot, but based on what features you are providing to your users, this can go very quickly. It’s not unlikely that you could have five API calls per user action if you need to make follow-up calls. If they are high-frequency users, they may find themselves approaching the 350-call limit pretty quickly. Although there are calls that do not require credentials, you could still run up against this limit because Twitter does count the number of calls from an IP. As such, be sure you monitor the number of calls the user has left and deal with it accordingly. The good news is that an API call exists for checking how many API calls the user has left which does not count against your API limit. However, calling it over and over again too often (every 5 seconds, for example) could trigger other traffic limit controls.

New Users

This is less an API architecture question than a GUI issue. Although GUI design is not addressed directly in this book, consider using clear terms and common metaphors (like an email system, for example) for the layout and functionality of your application. Do not assume that your users will understand various social conventions in Twitter, so explain it up front and design your functions’ intent clearly using tool tips for icons for example. If you are making an application that reflects some aspects of the Twitter.com site, be sure to follow the conventions Twitter uses.

Bots

Bots (programs that perform automated tasks), including creating spam or setting up phishing attacks, will always be an issue. A sophisticated Twitter application will be aware of some of these bots and try to protect users. You may, however, need to
create your own bots (for good, not evil). For example, you might take a RSS feed and republish it to Twitter after passing it through a business rules filter which is something the main Author of this book does. Because a bot is nothing more than “rules” you have for dealing with reading or creating Twitter messages or lists, you will find creating automated processes very easy with the Twitter API.

**Types of Twitter Applications**

Normally, when I’m about to start writing a Twitter application, I already know what I want it to do. Thus, based on the features and functions I have in mind, I already know what platform and category of users I’m targeting. Because we cannot know what you, the reader, have in mind, we will try to set up a basic framework for thinking about the various things you can do with Twitter as we go through this book. Part of Twitter’s success is its simplicity and wide-open API. As such, people have developed powerful, sophisticated applications, mashups, and simple widgets that run in other apps or on web pages. However, the approach you will take building a full-on application is different from building a simple mashup or widget.

A mashup is a web page or application that takes two or more data sources and combines them into a new service. Typically, mashups create a functionality not envisioned by the creators of the original sources. Twitter is a very popular mashup source.

Building a feature-rich Twitter application takes some planning. Although we will walk you through various examples of how to build apps around specific APIs, we want to bring focus, too. There is an overall approach you should determine before you write line one.

**Widget**

Let’s talk about architecture around a simple widget. Suppose our simple widget is going to display the results of a search or the latest tweets from a user. This is the easiest to build. All we have to think about is four steps: make an API call to Twitter, parse the return, format it, and display it. That’s it. We diagrammed this simple architecture in Figure 3.2.
All API systems work this way, but what’s great about Twitter is that the results are already of value. Quite often, blogging sites (mostly personal) have this type of widget. I have a widget like this on my blog (see Figure 3.3).

**Mashup**

Because a mashup can be the combination of anything, and that’s kind of the point of mashups, we are going to think about our architecture a bit differently. Although technically, a mashup can be just two sources of information or very complex number and relationship of sources, we are going to stick with the spirit of what is considered a mashup by just thinking about mixing two data sources. For example, we can take our Twitter search feed and weather data and display tweets from places that are raining versus tweets from where it’s sunny. In this case, we need to store our returns from Twitter somewhere while we get weather data. Then we need to perform some business logic on those returns.
Business logic is a nontechnical term generally used to describe the functional algorithms that handle information exchange between a database and a user interface. It is distinguished from input/output data validation and product logic. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

In this case, we need to hold our returns in an array so that when we get the weather data, we can reorganize our data. Because tweets are small, discrete messages, it makes sense to create a multidimensional array object that we can easily explore. So now, we will add one more layer to our diagram. As you can see in Figure 3.4, we are using arrays to store our parsed return so that we can apply some rules (business logic) to create a more valuable dataset.

Twitter Application

I would expect that only a small percentage of readers of this book are intending to build a full-featured Twitter client, but if you are, you want to approach building your application like any other application. Think about your calls to Twitter almost like calls to a database where you provide a set of parameters with your call and get a filtered response that can then be analyzed or applied to a set of rules. It is also well worth your time to set up your Twitter calls in a separate class to deal with errors and changes to the API. You should also set up another class to deal with converting your Twitter calls into multidimensional arrays and/or storing them in a database. The reason for this is that Twitter is still changing. Even during the writing of this book, we had to make adjustments to the book’s index as new methods were introduced and other calls were deprecated. By keeping these two processes in standalone classes, you’re going to save yourself some headaches down the road. If you are
planning on building a full-scale Twitter app, we recommend bookmarking the website for this book and the Twitter API site. Really! It changes and grows that much.

Also, somewhat like a database, you can store information in Twitter. For example, a much-overlooked feature is favorites. This API call allows you to save tweets. This can be quite useful as a means of understanding which tweeters and types of tweets a user tends to favor. New to the API list is lists. This is a list of tweeters a user creates. Again, it’s a powerful bit of information that can be quite useful in understanding users’ preferences. What is more interesting, though, is using these two API calls as storage devices if your user is under your control—a corporate account, for example. Because the user of that account does not interact with the account personally, you can use these API calls to store tweets and lists that can have greater meaning than originally intended. For example, suppose you have a corporate account for company X. We can store in the favorite list all tweets that match a certain rule, like any tweet that has an unfavorable term in the tweet. Now you have a list of tweets that public relations can examine using other than the application you developed. Also, remember you have access to user bio, location, and other elements. Again, because of how open Twitter is with its API, you can use these fields for anything—for example, including the updating of the Twitter background based on the latest message from the company, or perhaps updating the location field if you’re a mobile food van, or changing the profile image based on the time of day or your mood. Instant database functionality ... of sorts! Now this does not mean you should not have a database if you intended on storing anything beyond the simple examples provided here. Also, it is not recommended to abuse this open access by placing unrelated data in these fields. Most applications will follow a simple structure, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Pure Chat
This class of Twitter application is concerned with creating tweets, reading incoming tweets, searching Twitter, retweeting, setting/getting favorites, and displaying simple user account information. Everything can be done as a standalone command, meaning you do not need to store information outside of Twitter. Each command has only one or two API calls. The current Twitter.com main web page is this type of application. Since we do not need to keep track of a state or store data, we can create this application using nothing more than a simple collection of PHP calls. For this class of application, we want to think about our application as a series of standalone pages. It would be a good idea to use cookies on the user’s computer in case you need to store last-seen dates or other simple pieces of information.

Structured Display
Very common with Twitter applications are the capabilities to save groups, perform more advanced searches, display only new information and some threaded conversations, and so on. Although some of these structured displays can be somewhat complex, the approach you would take as a programmer is not that much different. Many of these structured displays can be achieved without storing information on the server but by using API calls and cookies instead. Consider the following example: Suppose we want to display a column of unread tweets, tweets from our “top 10” friends, three or four saved searches, and your current favorites lists. All of these can be achieved by passing variables within the existing API calls. You will actually work far harder at the UI than the backend coding. For this class of application, we want to set up our code as a series of calls that are more or less self-contained. This will make dealing with the GUI less troublesome as redesign is requested or required.

Twitter Statistics
Collecting statistics from Twitter data provides great promise for research, improved discover and communications. However, this class of Twitter application is a bit harder. TwittFilter, another application created by this author is in this class as shown in Figure 3.6.

This class of Twitter application depends on creating new information through analyzing the return or returns from past Twitter calls, and storing or modifying this information on the server, typically in a database. This, however, is where we find Twitter to be the most interesting; because Twitter has such a large user base, you can gather enough data to infer information that does not have a direct user correlation. Did someone say mashup? For example, a very popular and now API-supported feature called “Trends” in Twitter is nothing more than a constant search
Because we need to store information as well as grab details for analysis, we need to think about how we structure our program differently. For this class of application, we want to think of Twitter as more of a database source. Setting up our arrays that allow for ease of use within formulas, as well as pulling and pushing into databases, will be a great benefit as our analytics become more and more complex. However, if you are not white listed, you will run into the API call limit quite quickly. It’s recommended that if you plan to do statics that require large sample sets or recursive calls, that you explore the streaming API.

Platform

Now that we know the class of application we want to develop, we need to think about the delivery platform. If you are going to develop for UI-hosted apps, such as native mobile apps or Adobe Air, you may again want to modify how to approach your coding. Typically, when creating an app for the iPhone or other mobile platform, many of our UI elements are going to be handled on the device. You also will want to minimize the amount of traffic going back and forth as much as possible. Therefore, you should design your application around the output, which could be XML, JSON, or some custom bitcode. In this case, the organizational structure you choose will dictate how you structure your backend code. Because we have the luxury of storing information on our target platform, we can focus on speed and ease of architecture. Even though our backend code is not responsible for the presentation...
layer (display), you still need to follow the basic tenants of good programming design by keeping the business logic separate from the API calls; don’t fall into the trap of making each call from your application as a separate instance, as you may with the Pure Chat approach. You never know when your application starts to take on more features than you planned.

**Summary**

In this hour, you were introduced to various types of Twitter users. Depending on your product’s target market, you may need to think about how you will approach the design architecture of your product.

This was not intended to be an exhaustive list, nor an absolute one. One could easily break this list into smaller pieces or roll it up into more general categories; instead, it’s to provide a framework to think about the application you intend to build. We broke this up into two sections because we want to make a distinction between the type of use and type of application, however, do not think you can explore one without the other. When designing any application, you should always start with the user. What is the value proposition you are offering users in order for them to use your application? Once you understand that, you can then move to the type of application you want to create. So, we started out with an exploration of types of Twitter users, and then types of Twitter applications. We ended this hour with a short conversation about platforms. If you are developing for anything other than the desktop, you are most likely already aware of these points, but we included them for less-experienced developers as good to know.

Now, hold on to your hats because in the following hours, we are going to start building code!

**Q&A**

**Q.** Should I apply for a white-list account before I start coding?

**A.** No. White listed accounts are currently not available. However, you will find that having 350 calls per hour is plenty as you learn how to develop your program.

**Q.** I plan to make a simple Twitter application now, but I may expand it later. Should I bother setting up a separate twitterAPI class?

**A.** Yes. If you have any plans, even just thoughts of doing something beyond a few different types of API calls, set up a separate class for your API calls. In addition to new APIs, current API calls can change.
Workshop

Quiz

1. What is meant by thinking about Twitter as a type of database?

2. I check my Twitter account only a few days a week on my iPhone. What kind of Twitter user am I?

3. Is it illegal to create bots?

4. What is the easiest type of Twitter application to create?

Quiz Answers

1. This is a two-part answer: 1) Although Twitter exposes everything, you still can only get detail data on users one at a time although this is changing. Thus, thinking about accessing user statistics as if you were accessing a database is a useful way to think about what you can do with Twitter. 2) If you have control over the Twitter account(s), you can use the fields in Twitter to store information instead of on your database.

2. You are a news reader. Even if you are reading only your timeline (people you follow), you are more of a consumer of information than a creator.

3. No—and not all bots are bad. However, the good folks at Twitter do actively look for automated processes that abuse the system.

4. A pure chat widget.

Exercises

1. Describe your typical target user and then determine the class of application you feel is appropriate for your user.

2. If you plan to create an automated process, write down each step and then count the number of times you will need to call Twitter to get information. What happens if the user hits refresh 10 times in 10 minutes? Will you go over the 150-API call limit if they are not logged in?
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public relations managers, 23
pure chat applications, 27-28
Python, 33

Q-R
q attribute (search), 171
rate limiting, 11, 18
readers. See clients (Twitter)
recent trends, 180-185
header.inc, 183
parseTwitter.php, 183-184
twitteroauth.php, 184-185
recommended toolbox, 45
refreshing search results, 173
registering applications, 15-16,
82-83
renderLists() function, 141
render.php
creating, 67-68, 70-71
direct message support,
127-128
favorites support, 149-152
Friendship methods support,
194
Retweet button support, 121
renderTweets() function, 63,
67, 128
@reply, 2, 8
requestFailed: method, 305-308
requesting Twitter xAuth, 284
requests (Search), 164-165
requestSucceeded: method,
305-308
responding after authentication,
266-269
response codes (HTTP). See HTTP
response codes
responsefromServer() function,
108
REST API and General section
(dev.twitter.com), 214
result_type attribute (search),
163, 172
retrieving Consumer key and
Consumer secret, 284-285
retrying if Twitter is down,
233-236
retweet API call, 119-123
Retweet button
base.js, 122
id/retweeted_by API call, 122
id/retweeted_by/ids API call,
123
main.css, 122
parseTwitter.php, 121
render.php, 121
retweets/id API call, 122
sendMessages.php, 120
twitteroauth.php, 120
statuses/firehose method

statuses/firehose method, 224-225
statuses/followers API method, 156
statuses/friends API method, 156
statuses/links method, 225
statusesReceived: method, 305-308
statuses/re_tweet method, 225
statuses/sample method, 225-226
Stenberg, Daniel, 86
streaming, 219
advantages of, 226
limits on, 221
pre-launch checklist, 221-222
site streams, 220
Streaming API, 219
streaming methods, 222-226
statuses/filter, 223-224
statuses/firehose, 224-225
statuses/links, 225
statuses/re_tweet, 225
statuses/sample, 225-226
user streams, 219-220
when to use, 220
Streaming API, 219
Streaming API Documention and Search API section (dev.twitter.com), 215
structured displays, 29
Subversion (SVN), 44
SVN (Subversion), 44

tTabs, supporting, 114-117
header.inc, 114-115
index.php, 95-96, 117
navs.cc, 115-117
targeting active SDK, 285
testing direct messages, 126-127
text editors, 43
text fields. See input text fields
TextMate, 43
thumbnail viewer, creating
header.inc, 156-157
parseTwitter.php, 157
twitteroauth.php, 158
time zone, displaying, 68
toLocaleString() method, 267
trending topics
call_trends() function, 178-179
definition of, 2, 177
recent, daily, and weekly trends, 180-185
call_trends_daily() function, 183
header.inc, 183
parseTwitter.php, 183-184
showTrends_current() function, 184
showTrends_daily() function, 184
showTrends_weekly() function, 184
showTrends() function, 178-179
supporting in applications
header.inc, 178
parseTwitter.php, 178-179
twitteroauth.php, 180
Trends/available API call, 185-187
twitteroauth.php, 184-185
trends. See trending topics
Trends/available API call, 185-187
trim_user parameter (getMentions() function), 100
troubleshooting
Twitter HTTP response codes, 65-66
XAMPP installation, 38
Tweet button, 209
adding with iframe, 210
adding with JavaScript, 210
customizing, 210-211
tweets
character limit for, 8
definition of, 2
use case studies
#blamedrewscancer, 5
Egyptian revolution, 5-7
Twitter API, future of, 236-237
Twitter clients, creating, 16-18, 59-60, 199
Android applications, 241-242
ADT (Android Development Tools) plug-in, 242, 252
Android OAuth application, 255-261
AVD (Android Virtual Device), 242
development environments, 252
Hello Android project, 243-251
importing packages, 261-275
supported operating systems, 252
xAuth, 275-276
API calls. See API calls
application architecture diagram, 231-232
block methods, 198
blocks, 198
catching API requests, 232-233
direct messages
adding API support for, 101-102, 109-110, 127-130, 131-132
call_direct() function, 101
callPage() function, 107-108
deleting, 132-133
destroy API call, 132-133
direct() function, 128
friendshipExists() function, 129-130
getMessages() function, 101, 131
getMessagesSent() function, 132
renderTweets() function, 128
sanitizing, 110
sending message to Twitter, 108-109
sendMessage() function, 107-108
testing, 126-127
UI elements, adding, 125-126
favorites
adding to applications, 148-149
createFavorite() function, 150
creating, 149-152
definition of, 147
destroyFavorites() function, 152
destroying, 152
favorite() function, 149
showFavorites() function, 148
Friendships methods explained, 193
supporting in applications, 194-197
home timeline, 97-99
HTTP response codes, 65-66
index.php, 60-61, 69, 95-96
input text fields, 108
base.js, 107-108, 110
createMessage.php, 106
index.php, 105-106
main.css, 106-107
sendMessage.php, 108
iOS. See iOS
lists
API support for, 135-136
creating, 137-141
definition of, 135
List Members resources, 143
List resources, 142
List Subscribers resources, 143-144
main.css, 61-63
main.php, 63, 69-70
mentions
adding support for, 99-101
call_timeline() function, 101
getMentions() function, 99-101
notifications
disabling, 197
enabling, 197
parseTwitter.php, 66-67
render.php, 67-71
retrying if Twitter is down, 233-236
Retweet button
base.js, 122
id/retweeted_by API call, 122
id/retweeted_by/ids API call, 123
main.css, 122
parseTwitter.php, 121
render.php, 121
retweets/id API call, 122
sendMessage.php, 120
twitteroauth.php, 120
Search. See Search
streaming, 219
advantages of, 226
limits on, 221
pre-launch checklist, 221-222
site streams, 220
Streaming API, 219
streaming methods, 222-226
user streams, 219-220
when to use, 220
tabs. See tabs
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trending topics
call_trends() function, 178-179
definition of, 166-167
recent, daily, and weekly trends, 180-185
showTrends() function, 178-179
supporting in applications, 177-180
Tweet button, 209
adding with iframe, 210
adding with JavaScript, 210
customizing, 210-211
twitterAPI.php, 64-65, 70
Twitter statistics, 29-30
Twitter xAuth. See xAuth
Twitter4J library, 251, 256
twitterAPI.php, creating, 64-65, 70
TwitterHolics, 24
twitterOAuth class
adding functions to, 90-92
creating, 85-87
getUserTimeline() function, 90-92
oauth_index.php, 87-88
Twitter connection errors, handling, 92-93
twitteroauth.php, 88-92
TwitterOAuth.Java, 269-275
twitteroauth.php, 88-92, 119
account methods, 200
direct message support, 129-132
favorites support, 148, 150, 152
Friendships methods support, 195
list support, 139, 141
recent, daily, and weekly trends, 184-185
retrying if Twitter is down, 233-236
Retweet button support, 120
search support, 167-168
thumbnail viewer, creating, 158
trending topics support, 180
user API methods, 154
$twitterResponseData variable, 64
TwittFilter, 29-30
Twurl Web Console, 206

U

UITextField object, 309
unblocking users, 198
until attribute (search), 163, 171
$update variable, 66
updateStatus() function, 109, 267
$updateTime variable, 66
updating profile images, 201
URL shortening, 215
URLs
Twitter URLs, 12
vanity URLs, 14, 18
user API methods
accessing other user information, 155
adding to applications, 154
header.inc, 154
twitteroauth.php, 154
list of, 153
statuses/followers, 156
statuses/friends, 156
thumbnail viewer, creating, 156-158
header.inc, 156-157
parseTwitter.php, 157
twitteroauth.php, 158
users/profile_images, 156
users/search, 155
users/show, 153-154
users/suggestions, 155
users/suggestions/:slug, 155-156
user streams, 219-220
User_ID parameter, 74
user_timeline API, 55-57
:user/:list_id/subscribers/:id method, 144
:user/:list_id/create_all method, 143
:user/:list_id/members method, 143
:user/:list_id/subscribers method, 144
:user/:list_id/subscribers/:id method, 144
:user/:lists method, 142
:user/ids method, 142
:user/ids/:statuses method, 142
:user/lists/memberships method, 142
:user/lists/subscriptions method, 142
users, 21
blocking, 198
bots, 24-25
chatters, 22-23
high-frequency users, 24
microbloggers, 24
new users, 24
news readers, 21-22
power users, 23
PR managers, 23
unblocking, 198
users/profile_image API method, 156
users/search API method, 155
users/suggestions API method, 155
users/suggestions/:slug API method, 155-156

V
vanity URLs, 14, 18
variables, declaring, 300. See also specific variables
verifying xAuth, 286-289
ViewController.h, 299
declaring properties and methods, 300
declaring variable instances, 300
importing libraries to header files, 299-300
ViewController.m, 300-301
viewDidLoad method, 302-304
views, Hello Android project, 246
Vim, 43

W
web interface, 237
web servers
configuring, 34-38
security, 38-41
MySQL, 40-41
phpMyAdmin, 41
XAMPP pages, 40
XAMPP security console, 39-40
websites, dev.twitter.com, 205
weekly trends, 180-185
header.inc, 183
parseTwitter.php, 183-184
showTrends_weekly() function, 184
twitteroauth.php, 184-185
Where On Earth ID (WOEID), 185-186
whitelisting, 11-12, 31
widgets, 25-26, 237
Williams, Abraham, 83
Windows
XAMPP installation, 35-37
XAMPP security console, 39-40
WOEID (Where On Earth ID), 185-186

X-Y-Z
XAMPP, 35
installing, 35-38
on Linux, 37-38
on Mac OS, 37
troubleshooting installation, 38
on Windows, 35-37
security console, 39-40
oxAuth, 275-276
advantages of, 294
creating xAuth application, 294-299
definition of, 290
explained, 284
loading xAuth tokens, 302-304
requesting Twitter xAuth, 284
Twitter application for xAuth request, 283
verifying, 286-289
ViewController.h, 299
declaring properties and methods, 300
declaring variable instances, 300
importing libraries to header files, 299-300
ViewController.m, 300-301
xauthViewController.xib, 308-315
xauthViewController.m, 300-301
Xcode, 280-283
XML
API calls, creating, 49-52
XML resources (Android OAuth application), 261
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